We report a discovery of steady long-living slowly eastward moving large-scale coherent twin 9 cyclones, the equatorial modons, in the shallow water model in the equatorial beta-plane, the 10 archetype model of the ocean and atmosphere dynamics in tropics. We start by constructing an-11 alytical asymptotic modon solutions in the non-divergent velocity approximation, and then show 12 by simulations with a high-resolution numerical scheme that such configurations evolve into steady 
As is known, the large-scale atmosphere and ocean dynamics in tropics is largely de-17 termined by equatorial waves. Indeed, superposition of atmospheric Outgoing Longwave 18 Radiation (OLR) data onto the spectrum of equatorial waves gives a very good correspon- ing solutions exist also in the parent rotating shallow water (RSW) model on the f -plane.
29
The QG modon solutions were extended to the full sphere [7, 8] without disrupting long-time coherence, and produces specific convective patterns.
48
We start with RSW equations in the equatorial beta-plane with no dissipation: 
56
We introduce a pressure perturbation parameter λ: h = H(1 + λη), where H is unperturbed 57 thickness, and fix spatial, velocity and time-scales: dimensional equations take the form: circle of a given radius a in the plane. The solution has the form: First-order corrections u 1 , v 1 can be found in the next order of the asymptotic expansion.
84
There is no guarantee that such expansion converges, but numerical results presented below 85 suggest that there is indeed an exact solution of (1) corresponding to this asymptotic one.
86
We initialized the numerical simulations in the RSW model with the velocity field corre- such simulations the eastward-moving equatorial modon was always emerging after leaving 
132
Here Q is a bulk amount of water vapor in the air column, γ is a parameter depending on 133 the underlying stratification, P is the condensation sink, and E is the evaporation source of 134 moisture, which are parameterized as follows:
136 Q s is a saturation moisture threshold, τ is relaxation time, α is a parameter regulating zonally-symmetric modon-like solutions in the vertical plane at the equator were derived in
193
[26] in the context of the atmospheric equatorial boundary layer. 195 We are grateful to J.-I. Yano for his constructive remarks and useful discussions. 
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